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INTRODUCTION
How DC Power Systems Can Lower the Total Cost of Ownership
of 4G/LTE Networks
Carriers spend an estimated $36 billion globally on energy expense to keep wireless
base stations online. That includes $21.9 billion in grid power, according to ABI
Research, and another $14.6 million in gasoline and diesel for gen-sets according to the
GSMA.
Those costs have risen dramatically in recent years as energy prices continue to climb
and the number of base stations increases due to customer demand in the developed
world for more data and new networks in the emerging markets.
The higher cost of energy is a significant driver in the evolution and innovation of the
power infrastructure and technology that supports and powers these networks and
explains why the use of high efficiency and alternative energy power (or hybrid) systems
is gaining significant attention and being considered far more closely when carriers are
determining how they will provide to power their network infrastructure.
Recent developments in high efficiency and hybrid power management have paved the
way and with a payback period as little as two years and a ten- year or longer useful life,
these cost-saving features are an important consideration when determining the
appropriate network power infrastructure.
This whitepaper will look at the key ways that a DC power system can save money for
wireless carriers, including high efficiency, support for alternative energy, intelligent
monitoring power density and design for reliability.
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HIGH EFFICIENCY
One of the primary drivers of decreased operating expense (opex) is a high AC-DC
power conversion efficiency. And even a few percentage points difference in rectifier
efficiency can make a significant difference. Consider a theoretical power system that
needs to deliver 8,000W of 48V power at a site. To generate that 8,000W of output
power using 90 percent efficient rectifiers, a DC power system will utilize 8,889W of AC
input power. In that conversion, 889W is lost power in the form of heat.
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Figure 1: Energy waste reduction from a high efficiency DC power system

The use of 96 percent efficient rectifiers will require only 8,333W of input power of which
only 333W will be lost. The use of the higher efficiency rectifiers reduces power losses
by 556W—a 63 percent loss reduction, which equates to a 6 percent overall reduction in
energy usage. In this case, the use of the more efficient rectifier will save 4,876 kWh of
energy annually. At $0.10 per kWh, that results in about $487 of savings per year for that
single system.

A REAL WORLD HE EXPERIMENT
What does this energy reduction mean to an operator in the real world? A mobile
carrier in the United Kingdom wanted to determine the actual impact the rectifier
upgrade would have on its network to make sure investing in the technology would
provide the appropriate ROI, so the company set up a test at three macro cell sites.
At each of these sites, the carrier had a 92% efficiency DC power system with three
rectifiers used to carry the load. For a week, they replaced the rectifiers in those
systems with Flatpack2 High Efficiency (96% efficient) rectifiers and measured the
reduction in power consumption. While the average power levels and consumption
patterns varied, in all of the sites, the power consumption was typical of a base
station, with a load of about 2kW that was shared between the three rectifiers.
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The tests measured how much power had to be drawn from the mains to power
the load and then measured the actual cost savings per year resulting from the
higher efficiency rectifiers.
In the first base station, the average power consumption before the HE rectifiers were
installed was 2.003396 kWh; but after the HE system was installed that average
dropped to 1.905606 kWh. The resulting 4.88% power decrease (0.09779 kWh)
resulted in a cost savings of £107.08 (€128.74) per year.
At the second base station, the average power level was higher, at 2.24713 kWh with
the standard rectifiers. The move to the HE rectifiers brought power consumption
down to 2.188096 kWh, a power savings of 2.63% (0.059034 kWh) that resulted in a
cost savings of £64.64 (€77.11)
At the third base station, average power consumption with the standard rectifiers was
1.677525 kWh - significantly lower than in the other two base stations. However, the
demand spikes were much higher than in the other examples, rising from about 1.5
kWh to more than 2.25 kWh on a consistent basis. When the HE technology was
introduced to this site, power consumption decreased to 1.610024 kWh on average for
a 4.02% power savings (0.067501 kWh) and a £73.91 (€82.79) annual cost savings.
Overall, the test showed that the move to HE brought enough of a cost savings to justify
the network-wide roll out of HE technology. Now, the carrier has deployed HE rectifiers
to more than 27,000 base stations and estimates that it is saving 14.2 GWh annually
which translates into a monetary savings of £1.4 million per year.

SUPPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
As energy costs increase and wireless networks reach ever remote and unserved areas,
support for solar, wind and other alternative energy types is moving from a nice feature
to a mandatory feature for any network-wide DC power RFP. In Africa, 70% of the
telecom power system RFPs request some sort of secondary, alternative energy up from
20%-30% just two years ago. At this level, these requests exceed the number of dieseldependent RFPs.
Buying a system on low capital cost alone typically does not include the ability to
integrate alternative energy equipment. What it takes is a power shelf that can integrate
solar inverters and a controller with the intelligence to switch between power sources to
maintain the highest efficiency.
Most alternative energy-powered base stations are hybrid, meaning that they rely on
multiple power sources - batteries, diesel gen-sets or grid power as well as solar power.
In a hybrid site, it’s essential that the power system give priority to the solar power
source so as to give the best system efficiency. There is a complexity in a hybrid system
that requires flexible technology that allows carriers to meet different design KPIs that
will vary based on the site. This demands a modular power system, high-performance
and integrated control system and a field engineering team that has deep experience.
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Alternative energy-powered base stations do take more intelligence and that increases
the CAPEX, but these base stations have a significant capability to reduce OPEX that
only a TCO approach to acquiring the system will provide the analysis needed to move
forward.

INTELLIGENT MONITORING
Maintenance of sites is another operating expense factor that may not be fully
represented in the capex paid for a DC power system. The right controller technology,
that can provide remote diagnosis, extend battery life and reduce downtime, can reduce
routine maintenance visits - saving thousands of dollars for a single visit.
Most controllers offer system configuration, alarms and set up. But advanced systems
add battery charge control that can actively manage battery health. With the ability to
add sensors, the system becomes even more dynamic and can help control and
respond to environmental events.
Specialized intelligence, such as the ability to run a generator in cyclic mode to increase
efficiencies, can reduce diesel consumption by more than 50% and can reduce
maintenance needs as well (see case study in next section).
Intelligent controllers are usually worth their cost many times over. A new advance in
intelligent monitoring is improving that value by automating the management of multiple
sites. Eltek’s MultiSite Monitor is one of these services. Thanks to the increased
processing power inside of the controller, operators can use this web-based software to
better manage back-up power for up to 3,000 sites from a single console.
The software gives managers a map overview of the status of all of the connected
systems, showing alarms, warnings and online/offline status. The MultiSite Monitor
enables a multilevel hierarchy, defining sites in cities, states or countries to be related
and using templates to allow setting of parameters for multiple sites. Sites can be
compared within the group or with sites that use the same template. Managers can also
drill down on network, region or site details.
Of particular importance to wireless network operators, the Multisite Monitor enables
carriers to see how much power they have used from green power sources compared to
AC power, and to determine operating expense (OPEX) savings and information needed
to improve performance.
Multiple site monitoring helps to provide a broader view of power system health as well
as offering the ability to analyze more data, leading to better maintenance decisions that
save money and ensure maximum uptime. In addition to reducing site maintenance
visits to the absolute minimum, the MultiSite Monitor provides additional concrete
benefits including identifying shading problems for solar plants, detecting diesel fuel theft
and identifying problem sites.
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HOW A CHARGE-DISCHARGE APPLICATION SAVES
MONEY
Having an intelligent controller facilitates a charge-discharge (CDC) hybrid power
system, which is one of the easiest ways to reconfigure a remote site and immediately
generate a significant return on investment (ROI).
A CDC solution involves a diesel generator, combined with a battery bank for energy
storage. The battery bank is sized to meet the day-to-day site power load and when its
state of charge reaches a specified threshold, then the controller starts the generator
and the site is powered by generator for several hours while the batteries recharge.
The advantage is that the generator is running at its full capacity and highest efficiency
during the 2 hours -3 hours that it is on, instead of less than half of its capacity for the full
day. The cost savings can be dramatic.
The example below was calculated for a carrier in Zimbabwe that had a 1.5 kW
generator-powered site that was costing $110,000 per year to operate. The cost to add a
new DC power system, batteries and cabinets with installation was just under $60,000.
The battery bank was sized so that they site could be run off of batteries for about 75%
of the time. Previously it drew 100% of its power from the generator.
The cost savings included reduced fuel, generator maintenance but added some
increased costs for battery maintenance. However, the decreased fuel costs
dramatically reduced the opex to $26,000 annually, for a savings of more then $84,000
per year.
This savings paid for the batteries and power plant in the first 9 months of operation, and
then started to deliver an ROI that was calculated at 634% for the first five years of the
project and 1,368% over the 10-year life of the equipment.
Perhaps just as important as ROI was the reduction in CO2 emissions. When the diesel
generator was running full time, the site created 143 tons per year of CO2, but with the
new CDC solution, that amount dropped to just 28 tons per year.
There are variations on this architecture that add in alternative energy, but the base
architecture delivers an incredible value just by itself.
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POWER DENSITY FOR A SMALLER FOOTPRINT
The trend in higher efficiency and less heat generation means manufacturers like Eltek
can shrink their systems for a smaller footprint and higher power density.
Switch mode rectifier (SMR) technology was first introduced in the late 1970s and was
revolutionary for its power density and efficiency improvements. The technology has
continued to evolve, and in the 1990s a breakthrough was made when metal oxide
semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) technology was combined with improved
soft switching topologies and control solutions. This yielded significantly higher
switching frequency and partly lossless switching, which further improved density and
efficiency.
Eltek has continued to build on this technology to reach the 96% efficiency products that
we have today. That HE technology means that we can use smaller components and
less heat shielding and thus making systems smaller, while simultaneously increasing
the power output.
An example of the state-of-the art in power density is the Eltek Flatpack S, which is both
short 8.3” (210 mm) and only 1.6” (41.5 mm) tall, yet can support a 1,800W rectifier,
delivering an industry-high density of nearly 3 watts per cubic centimeter (47 watts/cubic
inch). This power density means power systems take less space in valuable remote
cabinets, especially in wireless applications.

DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY
A high mean-time to failure should be a part of any DC power system RFP. Best-inclass SMR systems are compliant with the most stringent emissions and immunity
standards, including IEC61000-6-5 (Immunity for Power Stations and Substations), and
should achieve MTBF greater than 300,000 hours.
What that MTBF figure is predicting is an 87% probability of the rectifier operating for five
years without a failure. While this reliability is very high, when it’s combined with N+1
redundancy built into a power shelf, the reliability goes up dramatically.
For example, suppose a site requires a 130V, 100A battery charger. An N+1 system
would utilize six rather than five 20A rectifier modules. All would be operating in parallel
and sharing the load among them. In the event that one of the modules was to fail, there
would be no impact on the system. The remaining 100A of capacity would still meet all
of the site requirements.
The modular system approach provides reliability benefits even when N+1 redundancy is
not included. Similar to the previous example, let’s assume that the user has decided to
install only five rectifier modules rather than six. In the event that one of those modules
failed, it is very likely that the remaining four would be able to support the load on the
system. The impact of losing the fifth rectifier would be that the recharge time for a
discharged battery would be somewhat lengthened. For this situation to occur, we
would have needed a simultaneous occurrence of both a rectifier failure and a power
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failure that discharged the battery. This is a low probability event. The Smartpack
controller installed in the Eltek Power systems also allows operators to put rectifiers into
a sleep mode when they are not being utilized to provide battery recharge they are not
drawing load from the power source. This not only optimizes MTBF, but also reduces the
AC mains drawn from the input source.
In hot climates where battery life is a key parameter and a key factor in replacement
costs, Eltek offer a DC-powered air conditioning solution. As the unit is DC-powered,
during mains / generator failure, the battery continues to supply the cooling inside the
cabinet which assists in maintaining battery life and thus reducing overall replacement
and maintenance costs. With the use of additional fan and control from the Eltek
Smartpack controller, the DC-power air conditioning unit can be shut down during cooler
periods in the 24-hour operation cycle. This feature contributes to prolonging MTBF and
also reduces opex costs.

CONCLUSIONS
It is unlikely that the price of power or the demand for high technology data and
communication networks will decline and this will place an even heavier burden on the
carriers and equipment vendors to continually innovate to provide more cost effective
and operationally efficient network infrastructure including power systems.
As we have seen, the six key features and capabilities of a DC power system described
in this paper are able to dramatically reduce both hard and soft costs and contribute to a
maximized total cost of operation. Balancing these features with a reasonable purchase
price provides a total cost of operation procurement model that means the carrier gets
the best value available.
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